As computers, human interface devices and software became increasingly sophisticated in the 2000's, it became clear that a kind of dialog between actor and machine is possible. The term 'interactive' became jargon. Not only do performers now relate to one another on the stage, and to the audience, but they can interact with a technological systems. The performer's environment has been brought to life; it can seem to be responding directly to their actions.
Today, in the mid-00's, audiences are tiring of digital effects and the interactive performing scene is in somewhat of a crisis as it struggles to define and develop artistic applications and rationales for the use of technology in general. Artists themselves are partly to blame for this quandary as so many poorly conceived interactive works have been put on stage. Shifts in perception regarding the significance and quality of work are not only inevitable in any emerging art form, but are vital for a healthy evolution. This paper is concerned with learning from mistakes.
The expression motion capture implies the recording of movement data for later processing ('capture' is a function of digital video editing systems in which a video is transferred from a digital or analogue tape to the hard drive of a computer). Systems such as Vicon (VICON 2006) are used routinely in the motion picture industry to create animated characters with realistic animal or human movements. The process typically involves 12 to 24 video cameras, set at various heights and arranged in a circle around the action. By wearing reflective balls attached to certain positions on the body, a collection of points moving in three dimensions is calculated by the computer. These moving points, which can be seen on computer screen, can be connected together to make a moving stick figure, or given a 'skin' by modelling programs such as Maya (Maya 2006) to create animated characters for films. The Vicon company uses the terms Motion Tracking and Motion Capture somewhat interchangeably to describe its products and their features.
The term motion sensing was coined by Frieder Weiß in 2002 (Radio interview in Kulturheute,
Bayrischen Rundfunk, München, 3.4.2002) to describe EyeCon and systems like it, arguing that this is a better descriptor since it is a system designed to give a sense of the motion, rather than exact data on position and motion. While EyeCon does indeed have a feature to allow it to monitor the positions of individual performers on stage, it is rarely used. Rather, EyeCon is an excellent tool for dancers and choreographers to control music and sound samples with their movements (as opposed to positions). It is quick to set up and, with its live video window and mouse-manipulated graphic elements, it is intuitive and easy to use. Multiple cameras can be attached, though they cannot be used simultaneously, at least not with only one computer. This may appear to be a considerable weakness in the system. It is, however, for reasons which become clear later in this article, of limited real importance.
Realtime
While the terms Motion Tracking, Sensing and Capture are clearly somewhat interchangeable, one distinction is important: some systems lend themselves more easily than others to realtime media -4 -manipulation. The choreographer Merce Cunningham made motion tracking famous when he collaborated in 1999 with installation artists Paul Kaiser and Shelley Eshkar to create Biped, a dance piece in which dancers appear both in the live sense, and in the form of projected animations.
Since the moving figures seen on the screen are in no way influenced by the movements of the live performers, this is not a realtime system. The motion-captured data was processed in advance, and then projected simultaneously with dance.
With rare exception, 8 the highly accurate (and, by the way, expensive) motion capture systems like
Vicon are not used in realtime performance settings. Not only are the many cameras and special costume requirements distracting to performers and audience, but the quantity of data is simply far more than is necessary to accomplish an interactive effect. While there is little doubt that motion capture systems will be used in the future in realtime settings with increasing ease and cost effectiveness, for the needs of most interactive performers today, systems such as Vicon are, in their current generation, unwieldy and, in a sense, overkill.
Interaction
The human body in motion draws its expressive power in no small measure from the special sensitivity of the human eye to particular qualities of movement. These are felt by the actor or dancer in her or his so-called kinaesthetic awareness, but they are equally important to the audience for these are the things which guide their appreciation of the body in motion, i. Just to be completely clear on this point: automation in no way implies interaction. Bringing a new technology before an audience may make for excitement, but this not interactivity.
From the perspective of the performance setting, one may speak of different kinds of interaction:
• between artists
• between artists and audience
• between audience members
• between artist or audience member and a computer system (to the extent that the more intelligent of these systems do indeed allow a back-and-forth to occur).
But let's not split hairs. The same basic principle applies to each of these relationships. They share the same psychological roots and in practice function in similar ways. In all cases, interactivity depends on a certain degree of looseness, or openness in the artistic material, which allows for a convincing exchange to take place.
This quality of looseness/openness is similar to, though not the same as, improvisation.
Palindrome's work is probably 80% choreographed, that is, the movements are largely fixed. And yet, even within structured material a certain feeling of play (in the sense of clearance) is necessary in order to generate an interactive effect. If a piece is completely fixed, like television, it can not be interactive. It would be as if attempting a conversation with someone who already knows exactly what they want to say (the exasperation of which is surely known to all).
To sum up, by this meaning of the word, interaction is a feeling you can achieve in a performance setting. It relates to spontaneity, openness and communication and while its exact definition may be somewhat vague, we all know when it is present and when it is not.
Is more interaction more artistic? Should it be the goal of the artist to be as interactive as possible?
This obviously depends on the piece, but in general, of course, no. It does, however, offer a good reason to explore new ways of employing technologies such as motion tracking.
Before we look at the ways in which motion tracking can affect our appreciation of a piece of theatre or dance, let us look at functionality of one motion tracking system, EyeCon. (Weiss 2005 )
THE EYECON SYSTEM
When EyeCon was first developed, it had two elements: one allowed the presence or absence of a body or body part at distinct locations to be identified. These are the so-called touchline elements.
The second allows the detection of motion within defined, rectangular fields. These are the socalled dynamic field elements. Beginning around 2000, it became clear that additional elements could be useful. Thus Weiss developed the so-called feature fields which allow certain shape and position-oriented parameters to be measured:
• width
• height
• size
• left-most, right-most, upper-most, lower-most point the body
• degree of left-right symmetry in the body
• degree of extension, or compactness of the body's form
• direction of travel (This can be done either using the overall motion of the figure's outline or by looking at directional progress of the most-leading edge)
Input, Output and Compliance
These are the input and output parameters applicable to the EyeCon system:
Input
EyeCon allows a variety of movement parameters to be used as input to the interactive system:
• Position of body parts in space around you (i.e. the touchline feature, or triggers in space)
• Movements dynamics (total body movement) within defined fields
• Position of the body on the stage area (using overhead camera)
• Height of body from the floor
• Width (measured from left-most to right-most point on the body)
• Degree of expansion or contraction in the body's pose
• Size of the body image (this is not quite the same as expansion-contraction. The former is relative, the later absolute.)
• Degree of symmetry in the body (how much left side resembles right side)
• Number of dancers on stage (tracking feature)
• Relative closeness of dancers to one another 
Video
• on-off
• play-freeze
• film play forward-film play in reverse
• realtime video processing, e.g. Isadora (Coniglio 2006) or Kalypso 9
• realtime video DSP (digital signal processing)
Stage Lighting (including moving lights)
Mechanical Devices (mechanical hammers, wind, etc.)
ARTISTIC IMPLICATIONS
This section is divided into two parts: Mapping and Other Relevant Issues.
Mapping
There are three aspects to mapping: input, output and compliance. Input and output are obvious.
Compliance refers to the nature of the causal relationship; its disposition, direction, finesse, etc. In other words, the nature of the causal relationship.
Compliance concerns the psychology of the relationship: input and output. This is a complex question involving issues of visual and acoustic perception and the relationship between the two in performance settings. As every choreographer knows, while physically unrelated, in our perception, sound and movement are often blended together and even confused with one another. Let us look now at how qualities or parameters of a dance might be interpreted by a computer program, the nature of the data which can be extracted, and finally how the data can be used to effectively influence our experience of a performance work (i.e. mapping in the parlance of dance tech). Figure 1 shows a sample mapping for a scene in a hypothetical dance or theatre piece.
Must mapping be intuitive?
No, but in practice it is difficult to achieve a meaningful result if it is not. Straying even a little from what seems intuitive in terms of mapping --what makes sense on a feeling level --will result in a piece for which the outsider loses all perception of interactivity. And it is harder than you might think to get a cognitive or artistic effect from any mapping, let alone those that are complex, subtle or obscure.
It has been argued on many occasions, by many artist/researchers (e.g. Richard Povall 10 ) that the audience's ability to follow the mapping, i.e. to perceive the causal relationships of the media on stage, is not only unimportant but irrelevant. Since the technology has an influence on how the performer feels on stage, then its use is justified because this will invariably affect the performance.
The criterion, according to this viewpoint, for the successful application of technology in a performance is whether or not a beautiful work of art results.
This line of reasoning is troublesome for two reasons: One, because this justification is essentially a red herring. It simplifies the discussion beyond relevancy. The issue is not whether beautiful works of art can be made using technology, but rather if the same, or a very similar work could have been accomplished in a simpler, less distracting or pretentious way.
The second reason it is troubling relates to fact that in all areas of research (scientific and artistic alike) there is a tendency to read more into findings than they in fact contain. This is true wherever a degree of subjective judgment is involved and it is especially true where the researcher has a vested interest in a particular outcome.
In 1996, Beatrice and Allen Gardner taught a chimpanzee named Washoe to speak using ASL (American Sign Language). They claimed that the chimpanzees' difficulty in language acquisition
was not due to their stupidity, but rather to an 'inability to control lips and tongue' (Patterson, F., National Geographic, October, 1978.) . Thousands of hours were spent teaching Washoe to speak. And, sure enough, he started speaking (signing). Articles appeared in scientific journals, newspapers and television: the talking chimp (visit www.friendsofwashoe.org). The Gardner's work was scrupulously documented through careful observation, videotapes and extensive notes.
Conversations with a Gorilla,
Over the ensuing months and years, however, the Gardners' 'discovery' was completely discredited (Johnson, G., Chimp Talk Debate: Is It Really Language?, NYTimes, June 6, 1995.) .
Washoe did not learn to speak, but rather, like a dog, had been taught tricks. The scientists who worked on the project were not accused of manipulating their data, at least not intentionally. Noam
Chomsky described their error as 'experimental delusion', adding that one needs to be extremely cautious to avoid 'suggestion by the experimenter' or a 'sentimental interpretation of data'.
(Chomsky, N., University of New Hampshire. Recording and transcript by Radio Free Maine, April 12, 1995). Despite their best efforts to maintain scientific impartiality, the Gardners were, quite simply, duped. They had become friends with their subject matter.
If nothing else, artists are friends with their own creations. Because audiences applaud, because well-wishers ooh and ahh, because newspapers write good reviews, artists are in no way excused of their responsibility to be sceptical when employing new technologies on stage.
Perhaps out of a desire to see something --anything --new, there is an almost mythical attraction to high technology in the arts. This is, of course, part of the fun of making art of this kind. But it is also dangerous. For creators, it leads to a 'boys with toys' mentality. The means overtake the end in importance. Like a magician, a 'how did they do that?' head-tilting in the audience arises. It is naive to assume viewers can watch works with new technology without at least a mild curiosity into the technical issues.
To this extent, technology can dilute and obscure artistic intentions. To put it another way: there are stronger and weaker justifications for employing technology in a piece of art and the ability to analyse which are which is paramount to creating good work in this idiom.
Multi-dimensional Mapping
Looking again at the sample mapping in Figure 1 , one might think that such a complex array of interactive relationships might make an interesting piece. In fact, however, if all those things were happening at once it is not likely that you would perceive anything at all! Nice piece... but what were the computers for? There are situations where multiple mappings can be extremely effective, but in general it causes a diffusion which increases with the number of simultaneous mappings.
This not to say that complexity should necessarily be avoided. Palindrome made effective pieces which employed hundreds of EyeCon elements. 11 Mapping refers to kinds of casual relationships, not the complexity of any given system.
The Pitfall of Position Tracking
New users of motion tracking systems such as EyeCon, commonly have the idea to use it to track the position of an actor (dancer) in space. They wish to either define zones in the space which, when they are trespassed, produce different results, or they seek to define spatial tendencies:
downstage=louder, upstage=quieter, etc.
Surprisingly perhaps, this is one of the least effective and most difficult, implementations. It is laden with pitfalls, both technical and artistic.
From the technical side, the problems begin with the overhead position of the camera which such a plan would necessitate. Small theatres typically offer between 4 and 6 meters of ceiling height.
Even with a relatively high 6 meter ceiling, there are considerable problems awaiting you. With a wide-angle (2,8 mm), or super-wide angle (2,6 mm) lens it is possible to view the entire stage from this height. Coverage is not the problem. Rather it is that a camera placed 4-6 meters above a stage does not see the entire stage from above. This point is deceptive, but as the performer moves to one side, he or she is seen more and more the side, and less and less from above. Not only does this mean that the identifiable location of a player changes three or four fold as they move around the stage, it also means that in the regions near the edge of the stage, one player can easily overlap another and the computer will see one person instead of two.
But even beyond these technical snafus, the approach is weak artistically. (2000), the distance between two dancers in a duet controlled the loudness of the music (from a DJ). Additionally, the closer the dancers came to the corners of the stage, the louder various samples could be heard. The male dancer producer one set of samples, the female another (babies, anonymous telephone conversations, birds, street traffic, etc.).
Two further position tracking dances were made by Palindrome in which the distance between male dancers controlled the loudness of one track in the music, the distance between the females controlled a second and the distance between males and females controlled a third. (Wechsler, R 2005) 12 Since human beings control their distance between one another with great care, one might assume that this implementation would be effective.
None of these works, however, met up to their expectations. This is not because they incorporated counter-intuitive mappings. They did not. As just described, the mappings would seem to make perfect sense. It is the approach in general which fails and does so consistently. The difficulties go beyond the technical ones described above.
Position tracking appears to be weak for a variety of reasons: It lacks immediacy, it is not palpable or tactile and finally, location, as a parameter of movement, is simply of little interest us compared to, say, body height, shape or movement dynamic. Let us look at these points separately.
A human body cannot immediately change its position on stage. It takes time, and this time frame defeats a convincing interactive effect. During the time it takes to change position, a musician or theatre technician might easily have simply moved a slider. Or, easier still, the performer could be following a cue in the music, what is utterly normal and expected on a stage. Thus, since the experience might have been created another way, the observer simply has no sense that anything special has taken place.
The second reason that position tracking tends to fail is that it is rarely a physical experience. It is unlikely to be something that the performer knows in their tactile or kinaesthetic sense and since it is not felt by the performer, it is not likely to be felt by the audience either.
Finally, location in a space is simply of little interest to us compared to parameters such as shape, acceleration, height, contact with the floor, contact to other persons, etc.
OTHER RELEVANT ISSUES Camera Angles
If overhead camera positions are problematic, what does work? First of all, it is not the overhead angle per se which is problematic, but rather the use of it to map events which are spread continuously across a large area. There are many instances where overhead cameras are extremely useful. Palindrome has made a number of pieces recently in which granular synthesized sound samples are spread across the stage, making a kind of map or soundscape. 13 Because the musical compositions are highly varied, it is easy to feel the changes in sound even across minute distances.
Perhaps the most useful camera position, however, is above, in front, and to the side (diagonal in all artists pay attention to this point, the audience will not need to. That is, if you do it right, the illusion is created that every movement of the dancer could produce an effect, even if they are not being used at that moment. Obviously, this is a limitation, and additional cameras could solve it, but the argument here is that doing so may not be worth the trouble. Other problems (such as confusion!)
will arise with additional cameras.
The Interactive Effect
If we accept the notion that transparency and intelligibility are important when using interactive systems, then the question follows: If a movement causes a sound or image, how exactly does the audience come to know this. That is, the fact that a movement and a sound have happened at the same time is not by itself at all unusual. Remember, dancers train hard to learn to synchronize their movements with sound.
The interactive effect then, clearly owes its efficacy not to synchronization alone. What are these factors? What is it that gives us the sense that a particular body has a particular secondary medium under its control? And, moreover, how do different set-ups function, in the artistic sense, that is, in eye and ear and, as we have see, mind of the observer?
These are two separate questions: the first asks what makes interaction convincing, and the second asks what makes it interesting. Separating these is important. That is, the artist really has two separate tasks: one is to employ or design a system that works, or reads in the perception of the audience --i.e. is intelligible --and the other is to find how it can be interesting to an audience and useful to the needs of a performance piece --i.e. is artistic.
Artistry
Looking at the second question first, what is it about interactive art that makes it interesting, a number of answers come quickly to mind. They fall into three categories:
• Amplification of Gesture
• Communication with an Unseen Player
• Visual or Acoustic Accompaniment
Amplification of Gesture
Sensors, video cameras or electrodes, can make a tiny gesture have a large effect. In Palindrome's recent opera Brother/Sister (2005) , the duet of the lovers contains small, intimate skin-on-skin contact between the performers. The gesture would normally mean more to the dancers than to someone sitting 20 feet away. However with the help of an electrode-based system and live closeup video images, the effect of the contact is enormous. The touches are both heard in the music and seen as the contact moments also affects the video image in the form of a video image effect.
Communication with an Unseen Player
The best interactive performers we know are those with a sense of play. They have the attitude: 'If the machine is going to talk back to me, then I'll talk back to it.' This openness to realtime experiences and a willingness to respond to them in spite of being on stage, makes the scene come alive and seem spontaneous and believable to an audience.
Visual or Acoustic Accompaniment
We and others working with such technologies used to say, instead of the dancer following the music, now the music follows the dancer. This, however, is actually beside the point and somewhat misleading. Live music, with its rich organic qualities and its live edge --the feeling that anything can happen --makes a fabulous accompaniment to dance. When it is well rehearsed, and when the musical and dance performers are in communication with one another, a lively and highly interactive feeling can arise. The beauty of that obviously does not lie in the fact that anyone follows anyone else. Control is not what interaction is about.
Still, there is a sense in which live generation or control of music through movement mirrors live accompaniment. It generates singular moments which vary from performance to performance, and audiences sense this.
Intelligibility
Just as we have listed some things which make interaction artistic, we can likewise point to certain things which make it convincing. They are similarly dependent on both technology and psychology: Education, Timing, Repetition, and Intuitive Logic, and Parallel Support.
Education
Program notes, a lobby exhibition or interactive installation are milder forms of education than that of actually using the stage as an explanatory forum. Lecture dems (either before or after the piece) are another approach. It obviously depends upon the context, the formality of the setting and what kind of piece is involved. Some works don't need it, some can't stand it, while others simply love it. Whether you do it or not, one thing is guaranteed: people will come to you after the show and thank you from the bottom their hearts for it, just before the person beside them castigates you for the same thing.
The question, 'how did they do that?', is bound to arise. Human beings are naturally curious. It is neither realistic to deny this common instinct, nor is it necessary to turn every theatre piece into a science class.
Timing
Audiences seem to have a tolerance of about half a second latency in interactive pieces. That is, if more than this time elapses between motion and generated media, both the performer and the observer will lose the sense that the first event is causing or affecting the second. Indeed, even that half second can be quite annoying.
Repetition
When a movement triggers or changes a sound or image, how do we know that it is not coincidence.
Or maybe the scene was simply well rehearsed? If the event happens only once, then we really have no way of knowing. Thus repeating the event, at least in early instances is highly recommended. Exactly when, where, how and, in a theatrical sense, why this repetition takes place is of considerable importance.
Which brings us back to the point about performer's role in all of this. If the performer is keenly aware of their environment and the effect they are having on it, then the audience probably will be as well. Performers who are able to be relaxed on stage, and in this sense vulnerable, are often the best in this type of work.
Interaction by Implication
When some interactive moment, not too far into the piece, is made utterly clear and convincing, then audiences will cut the piece a certain amount of slack, so to speak, and will find themselves sensitized to subtler mappings as well.
Intuitive Logic
As we have discussed, there are more and less effective parameters to employ in any given artistic situation and the choice is of considerable importance. There is a tendency for artists to employ mappings and systems which are more complex than necessary. There is a tendency likewise to want to try out ineffective counter-intuitive mapping and compliance.
CONCLUSION
The special performance qualities which can be achieved through interactive technology are not well explored. While we are beginning to learn what they are and how to control them, they remain in other cases illusive and highly subjective. The fascination with the means can confuse the end.
Technical issues such as tracking accuracy, resolution, noise and interference are often confused with efficacy from an artistic standpoint. A digital system which seems like The Future now, will bore the entire culture a few years hence. Systems written off as passé or gimmicky, re-emerge in the next instance used by an artist to surprising effect. We have to conclude that the central challenge that this field faces is not one of improving the technology, but rather one of developing an understanding of its implications --the changes in the mindset and sensibility of artists as they
